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Zinc-Finger Proteins in Brain
Development and Mental Illness
Abstract
Current genomic screening technologies race to screen genes involved in mental
illness in large population or case by case patients including schizophrenia,
bipolar disease, depression, autism spectrum disorders and intellectual disability.
Among identified genes, zinc finger domain (ZNF/zfp) containing proteins come to
attention. Copy number variant (CNV), single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) as
well as de novo mutations induced nonsense or missense mutations in proteins,
have been found in a handful ZNF/zfp genes, much mutations are within or near
zinc finger domains. Those genes are found to be expressed during early embryonic
and postnatal development. Nevertheless, studies on roles of ZNF/zfp domain
containing proteins and brain development are necessary to reveal pathogenesis
of human mental illness. Here in this review, we summarize recent discoveries on
mental illness related ZNF/zfp genes and their role in brain development.
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Introduction
ZNF/zfp protein family is a group of massive and diverse proteins
containing small functional zinc finger domain(s) that requires
coordination of at least one zinc iron to stabilize its structure [1,2].
Zinc finger domain is capable of binding DNA, RNA and proteins or
small molecules and ZNF/zfp proteins usually consist of multiple
zinc finger domains in combination to other functional domains,
forming one of the most diverse protein families in the organism
kingdom and playing important roles during biological evolution.
ZNF/zfp proteins are involved in the regulation of several cellular
processes, eg, transcriptional regulation, protein translation and
folding, DNA replication and repair, chromatin remodeling, cell
proliferation and migration, signal transduction and metabolism
[3,4]. Interestingly, recent genome-wide association (GWAS)
studies revealed that many ZNF/zfp genes are associated with
mental illnesses such as schizophrenia, bipolar diseases and
intellectual disability [3-7]. Gene expression and function
studies of some of the genes associated with neuropsychiatric
diseases found their expression in developing neocortex during
early or middle term fetal development and play critical roles
in differentiation and maturation of neocortical neurons. In this
review, we briefly summarize recent advances in ZNF/zfp genes
and their roles on cortical development and mental illnesses.

ZNFs Classification, Structure and
Functions
Zinc finger structure can be classified into classical and nonclassical types according to their differences in cysteine/histidine
combinations which coordinate zinc irons. The most abundant
classical C2H2 zinc finger domain contains two β-sheets and one
α-helix, and the majority of this type of proteins are transcription
factors that recognize specific DNA sequence (T/A)(G/A)
(CAGAA(T/G/C) [4]. Non-classical ZNF/zfp proteins comprise of
Ring Finger domain (RING, C3HC4), plant homeo domain (PHD,
C4HC3), LIM domains and others. Proteins containing RING
domain usually involve in ubiquitination pathway, for example,
ubiquitin E3 ligase [8]. PHD domain proteins are chromatinassociated proteins with ability to read and bind the methylated or
acetylated forms of histone 3 (H3) [9]. The detailed classification
of different combinations of cysteine/histidine in a zinger finger
domain can be found in recent review by Cassandri et al. [4].
One of important characteristic of ZNF/zfp domain containing
proteins is that they often have multiple zinger finger domains in
combination with other types of protein motifs. For example, LIM
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family proteins can be classified into three subclasses:
(1) LIM-homeodomain proteins, such as Lhx family proteins
[10,11];
(2) LIM-functional domain proteins, for example LIM kinase;
(3) LIM-only proteins, Such as LMO1-LMO4, FHL1 [12,13].
Due to the diversity of the zinc finger protein structure, it has a
wide range of functions in the cell process such as transcriptional
repression, chromatin remodeling, protein degradation, cell
cycle progression and cell migration.

Mental Illness with ZNFs
Recently, accumulated ZNF/zfp genes have been found
to associate with cognitive defects through genome wide
associated studies. FOXP2, a language disorder associated gene,
has a zinc finger domain and a leucine zipper motif in addition to
a forkhead domain and its transcriptional activity is regulated by
homo- and heterodimerization via a zinc finger (Figure 1) and a
leucine zipper motif [5]. FOXP2 is expressed in fetal brain as early
as embryonic day 12 (E12) and persists into adulthood with high
expression in basal ganglion, layer VI of neocortex, thalamus and
cerebellar. There is no FOXP2 expression found in the ventricular
zone of telencephalon, but present in migrating neurons as
well as differentiated neurons [14]. Myelin transcription factor
1 like (MYT1L) is a C2HC zinc finger transcription factor whose
expression is restricted to neuronal tissues, and peaks during
neurogenesis [15]. In humans, it has one N-terminal zinc finger,
two tandem central zinc fingers, and three C-terminal zinc
fingers (Figure 1). Clinical studies showed that microduplications
disrupting MYT1L gene are associated with increasing risk
for childhood-onset schizophrenia [14]. Complete deletion,
intragenic deletion, duplication and de novo point mutation in
MYT1L gene has been found to be responsible for intellectual
disability [15]. Notably, MYT1L is reported to represses genes with
prominent non-neuronal developmental roles, but not neuronal
lineage specification genes during fibroblasts reprograming to
neurons, thus functions as a pro-neuronal gene [16].
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ZBTB20 belongs to a family of transcription factors with an
N-terminal BTB/POZ domain involved in protein-protein
interaction and five C2H2 zinc fingers at the C terminus (Figure
1), mediating protein binding to DNA [17]. ZBTB20 is expressed
in developing neocortex and adult hippocampus. Studies on
patients with major depressive disorder (MDD) found that
hypermethylation within coding region of ZBTB20 gene is
associated with the occurrence of MDD [18].
Primrose syndrome is a rare congenital genetic defect syndrome,
characterized by intellectual disability, disturbed behavior,
hypotonia, unusual facial features and increased postnatal
growth. Whole-exome sequencing of 8 subjects with Primrose
syndrome found missense mutations or microdeletion in ZBTB20
loci [17]. The mutation site of the ZBTB20 gene is conservative
in all cases of Primrose syndrome, and the mutant amino acid
residues are located in the first, second zinc finger region and
the junction area of the zinc finger. In vitro experiments showed
that the mutation of these loci reduced the binding ability of
ZBTB20 protein to the target DNA fragments, and its ability of
transcriptional inhibition was significantly reduced [17]. This
finding establishes a genetic link between these disorders
and delineates the impact of ZBTB20 dysregulation on brain
development, cognitive function, growth and metabolism.
Recently, several genome-wide association studies (GWAS)
suggested that a classical C2H2-type zinc finger domain
containing protein ZNF804a is one of the most susceptible genes
for schizophrenia and bipolar disease [19,20]. Human ZNF804A
has one C2H2 domain at N’-terminal, which is supposed to
bind DNA in a sequence-specific manner (Figure 1). A number
of genetic variations, such as single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) rs1344706 within the ZNF804A gene, are of risky variants
for schizophrenia in European populations [20,21]. But a recent
study showed inconformity with the results in Han Chinese
[22]. The inconsistency between studies in Europeans and
Chinese populations may be mainly caused by different genetic
backgrounds, the allelic frequencies of many SNPs could vary
across different populations. In addition to schizophrenia and

Figure 1 Diagrams of protein domains of ZNF/zfp genes associated with neuropsychiatric diseases. Yellow colour shapes
indicate different types of zinc finger domains. Note: ZNF41 contains 18 ZNF domains in cluster.
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bipolar disease, ZNF804A has also been found to associate with
neurodevelopmental disorders such as dyslexia and autism
[6,23].
Human ZNF804A is expressed in the developing neocortex,
especially during the second trimester, but not adult brain
[24,25] demonstrating that developmental role of ZNF804A in
human brain. Knockdown of ZNF804a using shRNA in primary
cultured neurons showed the disrupted neurite outgrowth,
reduced dendritic spine density and activity dependent neurite
outgrowth [26].
Genome-wide association study of schizophrenia patients
revealed another significant association zinger finger gene: ZEB2.
Different mutations in this gene cause Mowat–Wilson syndrome
(MWS), an autosomal dominant disorder characterized by a
number of health defects including Hirschsprung's disease,
intellectual disability and epilepsy. The analysis of magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) for brains of MWS revealed the absence
of corpus callosum, hippocampal abnormalities enlargement of
cerebral ventricles and reduction of white matter thickness [27].
Moreover, ZEB2 is required to repress the Nkx2-1 homeobox
transcription factor in the generation of cortical GABAergic
interneurons. The lack of ZEB2 masks the repression of homeobox
transcription factor Nkx2-1, which favors differentiation of striatal
interneurons instead of cortical neurons, providing a mechanism
for epilepsy in MWS [28].
ZNF41 gene has been found to be disrupted with an X-linked
mental retardation (MRX). There are multiple zinc finger DNA
binding motifs and KRAB-A, KRAB-B domains in ZNF41 protein
(Figure 1) which act as transcriptional repressors. Expression
studies in cell lines from MRX patients indicated the absence of
ZNF41 transcripts, suggesting that the mental disorder in some
patients may result from loss of functional ZNF41. Missense
mutations as well as splice variant missing are found in affected
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Conclusion
As genomic techniques advance recently, increasing number
of zinc finger domain containing proteins have been found
associated with neurodevelopmental and psychiatric diseases.
Interestingly, many ZNF/zfp genes identified are transcription
factors and expressed highly during embryonic brain, indicating
significant roles of zinc finger domain containing proteins in brain
development. As diverse as ZNF/zfp proteins, the function of
ZNF/zfp in brain development are versatile, with much remaining
unknown. ZNF/zfp genes involved in cognitive development and
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well-targeting therapeutic methods.
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